Pursuant to Regulation MF-No - 04/2017 on Criteria, Standards and Procedures for Public Financing of NGOs, the Division of Inclusive Education issues the following:

Public call for public financial support to fund NGO projects that support and promote students with exceptional IQ, talent and flair.

1. Division of Inclusive Education calls on all non-governmental organizations registered in the Republic of Kosova, whose work program is focused on supporting and promoting students with exceptional intelligence, talents and flair, to apply for financial support for projects that contribute to the promotion of these students.

2. NGOs, in accordance with this public call can apply with their projects for the following priority area:

   1. Capacity building for identifying, supporting and promoting children / students with exceptional abilities, talents and flair.

   2. Non-governmental organizations can apply for one or two projects that contribute to the support of these children / students.
Activities in achieving the objective of the public call:

- Training of teachers, trainers, psychologists and other professionals to identify and support students with exceptional abilities, talents and flair;
- Specific learning and extracurricular activities with children / students with exceptional abilities, talents and flair.
- Compilation of awareness materials to identify students with exceptional abilities, talents and flair.
- Capacity building of MEDs for identifying, of children with exceptional abilities, talents and flair.

4. The total planned value of the call is 170,000.00 €.

The minimum amount of financial support that can be allocated for each individual project is 10,000 euros, while the maximum amount for a project is 50,000 €.

5. The deadline for submission of proposals is 24 working days and ends on 17.06.2022.

6. NGOs can apply with a maximum of one or two projects under this call. The project implementation period is from 8-10 months starting from September 2022.

Eligible to apply with their projects are NGOs that are registered in the register of non-governmental organizations in the Republic of Kosova and which operate in the Republic of Kosova at least one (1) year before the date of publication of the public call. The applying NGOs must demonstrate that their work program is focused on any of the priority areas of the public call. NGOs must also have conducted financial transactions in a transparent manner in accordance with the legislation on NGOs in the Republic of Kosova and in accordance with the accounting rules and have fulfilled the contractual obligations to the financial support provider and all other providers of public finance support.

Prior to signing the contract, the NGO must submit evidence that the responsible person in the NGO and the project manager are not under investigation for criminal offenses as well as evidence that the NGO has resolved any open issues regarding the payment of contributions and unpaid taxes, if applicable.

7. Proposals will be submitted only on the required forms, which together with instructions for applicants, are available on the MESTI website. https://masht.rks.gov.net/
Completed documents must be mailed or delivered in person to the following address:


The process of receiving, opening and reviewing applications, evaluating applications, contracting, awarding funds, time and manner of filing complaints, handling documents and the indicative calendar of call implementation are detailed in the *Guidelines for applicants of the public call.*

Only projects that have been accepted within the deadline provided by this public call, which fully meet the defined conditions of the public call, will be considered for financial support.

8. All issues related to the public call can only be clarified electronically by sending an e-mail to the address; [Besmira.Thaqi@rks-gov.net](mailto:Besmira.Thaqi@rks-gov.net)